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Graphium Label 
Workflow 
Developed specifically to facilitate the conversion of high quality labels across all  
printing processes. Graphium Label Workflow is based on Adobe® PDF Print Engine  
and is a scalable, device independent solution that automates label production through a range 
of intelligent productivity solutions. Features include die-line detection, PDF editing (RealPro 
Toolkit), PDF splitting, automated layout creation, detection of existing cutter, dynamic marks, 
spot color management, barcode processing and much more besides. 

Single solution for end-to-end label production
Graphium Label Workflow’s unique (XMF certified) architecture 
supports a diverse range of printing processes including digital, 
flexo, litho and screen printing. Or any hybrid combination. Load 
balance job parts, different graphic types or separations to multiple 
destinations in parallel. While maintaining consistent colour across 
devices.

Modern JDF/PDF architecture
Adobe® PDF Print Engine combined with JDF technology offering 
fast, efficient and accurate job processing and easy integration with 
external solutions. 

Production intelligence
Production intelligence allows the workflow to dynamically change in 
accordance to the incoming job. This ensures converting production 
waste and pre-press production touch points are kept to a 
minimum. Improving accuracy and repeatability across operators.

Pre-press
Graphium Label Workflow will identify the cutter guide, and 
use shape recognition to determine page box trim and bleed 
adjustments. If there are multiple cutters (versions, multiple parts 
etc.), each cutter will split into a separate PDF.

Automated PDF edits
Graphium Label Workflow can detect problems in PDF files and 
automatically fix many issues. 

Creative editing
Any existing PDF editor such as Illustrator or Acrobat can be linked 
to Graphium Label Workflow. This allows multiple editing options 
and access to the wide range of industry specific packaging plug 
ins available for increased productivity e.g. Enfocus Pitstop and FFEI 
RealPro Toolkit. 

Scalable architecture
Scalable multi-platform architecture. 

Automated layout
Graphium Label Workflow intelligently matches the incoming cutter 
shape to a layout within its cutter library. If no cutter is found then it 
will calculate the optimum layout based on available cylinder repeat 
or sheet sizes.

Automated trapping
Graphium Label Workflow includes Adobe In-RIP trapping, which 
is a fully automated trapping solution. Alternatively manual and 
automated PDF based trapping is available with the optional RealPro 
Toolkit. 

Intelligent marks
Graphium Label Workflow can dynamically adjust all the marks to 
suit the job. Even change the entire mark source file based on the 
number of colors within the job. 

Barcode processing
Graphium Label Workflow barcode optimization ensures barcodes 
are processed via the purest data path. Barcodes that are not pixel 
aligned for the target device are automatically optimized increasing 
the effective grading of the barcode during qualification by up to 2 
grades. Grade C barcodes can be optimized to achieve a grade A 
even on low resolution devices.



Technical specification
Typical server specification
OS Windows Server 2012 standard or higher 
CPU Intel® Xeon® with 4+ CPU cores (e.g. E5-2603)
Memory 16gb or higher 
Storage RAID typically RAID 5 with 3-8 SAS 15k or SSD (recommended)
Ethernet 1gb Ethernet minimum
Client Platform
OS OSX Yosemite (or higher) or Windows 8 (or higher) Workstation
CPU i5, i7 or Xeon
Memory 16gb or Higher
Storage 250gb 7.5k SATA or SSD
Ethernet 1gb minimum
Additional software (optional) Any PDF editor and associated plugins e.g RealPro toolkit
Technical specifications  

Import File formats 1 bit TIFF, PDF1.3-1.7, PDF/X1a, PDF/X-3, PDF/X4, PDF/VT, Postscript, EPS, JDF, JDF MIME, ICC-RGB,  
ICC-CMYK, ICC device link

Export file formats
1 bit TIFF, 8 bit TIFF, 24bit TIFF, 32 bit TIFF, TIFF in PDF, Tiff in PostScript, TIFF for postscript printer, PNG, 
JPEG, multichannel TIFF, PDF1.3-1.7, PDF/X1a, PDF/X-3, PDF/X4, PDF/VT, Postscript, EPS, JDF, JDF MIME, 
JMF, PPF

Supported devices TIFF export to virtually any device 
3rd party integration options MIS, Web2Print, social file sharing, FTP
3rd party file editors Any Mac OSX or Windows PDF editing application e.g. RealPro Toolkit

Integrated OEM technologies

Enfocus Pre-flight & Action list support
Adobe® In-Rip Trapping
Adobe® PDF Print Engine
Adobe® PDF Library & Normalizer

Options
RealPro Toolkit Packaging Pre-press plug-ins for Adobe Illustrator. Vector trapping etc.
Additional output drivers Proofers, CTP, TIFF export
In RIP trapping Adobe® In-Rip Trapping
Banner option Allows banner printing up to 10000mm on Graphium digital press

Database For Labels and optimisation Output

Features
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Graphium is manufactured by FFEI, a world market leader in industrial digital imaging located in the United Kingdom. 
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